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South Complex) occurs northwest ofthe site, tmncated by the Sixth Line of Smith which
forms its southern boundary. At its closest point, the pSW is situated more than 150 mfrom the site. A small, unevaluated wetland feature also occurs approximately 140 m
north-northeast of the site.

A small swale feature is present approximately 180 m east ofthe site. The swale could
contain a minor seasonal watercourse that drains to the northeast, likely conveying
seasonal / ephemeral flows to the ditch along the Sixth Line of Smith and possiily Io the
unevaluated wetland described above. It is understood (through conversations with
neighbouts) that this feature may have been frlled by the adjacent land owner.

5,1

5.2

5.0 Geological Setting

Regional Geology

Figure 3 illustrates the surficial geolo$r ofthe subject site. The subject srte occurs within
the Peterborough Drumlin Field, an area generalry dominated by drumrinized till deposits
composed of dense, silt-rich, Newrnarket Till.

In.the immediate area of the subject site, the surficial geology mapping reveals glacial
spillway,deposits, generally consi$ting of coarse sand and gravelsj occurring within the
wide valley ofthe Otonabee River. ,lhose deposits do not extend westward onto the
subject site, as the site rises above the river valley.

Bedrock below the study area is dominated by Ordovician age limestone of the Verulam
Formation (Figure 4). Bedrock occurs at a depth of approximately 10 m.

Shallow Soil Stratigraphy

Subsurface information regarding shallow soil and groundwater conditions have been
obtained through review of a geotechnical investigation by others. A copy of the
geotechnical report is presented irL Appendix A.

The geotechnical study included drilling ten (10) boreholes. Three (B) of the boreholes
were outfitted as small diameter wells (piezometers) ranging in depth from approximately
2.7 m to 5.8 m depth. Two of those piezometers (believed to be BH-4 and BH_-9) have been
identifred in the field and utilized for monitoring purposes for our study. The locations of
the identified boreholes (Figure 5) were determined utilizing a differential elobal
posiLion ing system.

Briefly, the geotechnical study identified relative uniform subsurface conditions,
dominated by a thick till stratum occurring either below topsoil or a combination oftopsoil
and frll. The fill materials were obserwed to consist of sand with varying amounts of silt
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and gravel in a generally loose to compact state. It is not clear whether the fill materials
represent native soils or were imported. The underlying till was described as consisting of
sand with varying amounts of silt, clay and gravel, with occasional cobbles and boulderi,
generally ina compact to very dense in-situ condition. we consider the till description to
be entirely characteristic ofthe local Newmarket rill unit from which the drumlins have
been formed. As such, this is the dominant soil tlpe on the site and in the immediate
vicinity.

The geotechnical study provides representative grain size distribution analyses of samples
obtained from the till at borehole BH-3, BH-5 and BH-g. Based on the curves, these soils
would likely be classified under the Unified Soils Classification system as tJ4pe ML/SC.
The corresponding hydraulic concluctivity of the till is expected t; be in the range 10-" cm/s
to 10 6 cm/s with a percolation rate ranging from 20 min/cm to b0 min/cm. Given these
conditions, any future tile bed system will likely need to be fully raised to accommodate
the low permeability.

It is important to note that the geotechnieal study report clearly indicates that it does not
constitute an environmental site assessment (ESA) or provide any data with respect to the
potential for contamination associ.ated with the existing fuel outlet or buried fuei tanks.
Similarly, our study does not commeni on those matters.

Shallow Groundwater

The-geotechnical study (Appendix A) provides a brief description of shallow groundwater
conditions, as observed in the boreholes. As reported, shallow groundwater was
encountered at depths ranging from 0.6 m to 2.0 m below lpound surface (as recorded in
April 2011). Our monitoring of Blf-4 and BH-9 revealed comparable water levels of
1.97 m and 1.93 m below ground surface in May of 2012.

A detailed assessment of the grou:ndwater flow direction was not conducted as part ofthis
investigation. However, it is reasonable to assume that the local shallow groundwater
flow direction is generally to the north or northwest, based on the topographic conditions.

6.1

6.0 Hydrogeology

Water Demand

It is-understood that the proposed uses will be limited such that the total sewage flow rate
for the site does not exceed 10,000 L/day (and will likely be < 7,500 L/day). As iuch, the
total water demand ofthe redevelopment should also be < 10,000 L/day, plus any ancillary
water demand associated with miscellaneous uses that will not generate sewagj florvs
(e.9., irrigation, etc). As a conservative measure, we will assume the water demand to be
no more than 12,000 Llday, equivalent to an average of -0.18g L/s (,1.88 imperial gallons
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per mrnute).

Since water demand in a commercial setting tlpically occurs over several 2-hour periods
each day reflecting the usage and traffic pattern, the supply source should be capable of
meeting those short-term demand periods, either direc y from the source (well) or from a
combination ofsource + storage. In this case, it would be reasonable to expect three,
2-hour high demand periods to occur within a typical 12 hour day. As such, the supply
system would need to deliver 4,0Ct0 L for each 2-hour period, equivalent to 0.b6 L/s
(-7.3 imperial gallons per minute).

The above estimates do not inclucle water requirements for fire protection.

MOE Well Record Datatrase

As part ofthis study, we have compiled and reviewed approximately gT0 Ministry of
Environment well records repres€,nting recorded wells within an approximately 3 km
radius ofthe site From that database, 115 local well records have been incorporated into
our Groundwater Information Sy:rtem (GWIS) for further analysis, representing
conditions in the immediate site a.rea. The locations ofthese wells, based on th; co-
ordinates provided, are illustratecl by Figure 6. A summary ofthe local well record data is
presented in Appendix B.

Most ofthe well records represent drilled wells. The majority ofthe recorded wells are
described as being for domestic use. The average (mean) reported tesr rare rs
approximately 4 gpm, with most rvells providing less than B gpm (Figure ?). The reported
test yields range up to a maximuno of 25 gpm, according to the driller,s logs. There are
several instances of wells which are described as,dry,,. Overall, these statistical results
indicate that while it is usually possible to obtain sufficient water for domestic use,
conditions in the site area are challenging with respect to the higher yield requirements of
a multi-use commercial scenario.

According to the MOE's well record data, most local wells encounter groundwater within a
comparatively narrow elevation retnge of 228 masl to 240 masl (mean = 281 masl). Below
the subject site, the average aquifi:r elevation value would correspond to a depth of
roughly 14 m to 19 m, The well re,cord data do not suggest that there is any appreciable
correlation between aquifer elevation and well yield. Figure 8 presents a South_North
cross section through representative recorded wells, generally following County Road 29.

Local Well Sulvey

In addition to our review of Minisirry data, a door-to-door survey of neighbouring
residences was conducted as pari of this study for purposes ofcataloguing $pical well
conditions in the immediate site arrea. The locations ofthe surveyed wells are illustrated
on Figure 9.

6.3
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For each property subsequently visited during the well suwey, a brief questionnaire was
completed with the owner/occupant to obtain first hand information regarding the owner,s
perception of local groundwater crrnditions (Appendix C). For residences / businesses
without a response at that time, an explanatory letter was left and a toll-free telephone
number provided should the owner/occupant wish to participate, Respondents weie also
asked if they would consent to having their well monitored during a planned pumping
rest.

6,4 Test WeIl Construction

Since municipal potable water supply is not available in the site area and there are no
known existing supply wells on the site, a test well (referred to as,,TW_l,,) was constructed
at the location illustrated on Figure 5. The wefl was constructed by Herb Lang Drilling
using conventional cable-tool medrods. A copy of the well record for TW-r is piesented"in
Appendix D.

The well location was chosen afte. considering several factors, including the need to
provide maximum separation fron the proposed on-site sewage works and avoidance of
existing and proposed infrastructrrre (e.g., entrances, parking areas, buried fuel tanks,
etc ). Proximity to county Road 29 and the potentiar for encountering road de-icing sart in
the groundwater was also considered. However, it was recogaizecl that if present, ialt
could affect most (if not all) ofthe area available for drilling, given the narrowness of the
site,

Briefly, TW-l encountered till extending to a depth of ?.98 m (26 ft). Below the till, a
water bearing gravel and sand zone was encountered between 2.93 m and 10.4 m.
immediately above the limestone bedrock. The drill continued an additional 1.3 m into the
rock, terminating at a total depth of 11.6 m (88 ft).

A stainless steel well screen, consisting of 1.8 m of #25 slot (5,' diameter) was installed
below a depth of 10.4 m (34 ft) ancl was developed to a sand-free condition.

The driller's preliminary pumping test suggested the well yield to be unusually high for
the area, at up to 15 gallons per minute. Given the normally challenging yielj conditions
in the area, the apparent yield of !lW-l was considered quite prospective.

As a result of water quality issues related to elevated salt (discussed below), a second test
well (TW-2) was constructed along the eastern boundary ol the site, at the location
illustrated on Fieure 5.

TW-z encountered a similar stratigraphy as TW-1, intersecting the water bearing zone
consisting of clay and sand at a depth of 6.4 m (21 ft), Water from that zone was tested in
the field and also found to be salty, similar to TW-1. Therefore, in an attempt to intersect
a deeper aquifer unaffected by salt, the driller was instr"ucted to case through the aquifer
andexploretheupperlimestone.,tW-2wasultimatelyextendedtoadepthofSl.lm
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(102 ft). After attempting aggressive development, some water production was achieved
from a water bearing shale unit occurring in the upper part ofthe limestone (i.e., 7.6 m to
8.8 m). Field testing of a preliminary water sample from the shale aquifer obtained
drring the development stage su€lgested that the salt concentration was less than that of
the overlying aquifer.

6.5 Pumping Tests

6.5.1 TW-1

As per MOE Procedure D-b-b, a 6.hour pumping test of supply well TW_l was conducted
on May 2, 2012. A submersible pump was installed specifically for the test by the driller.
Electrical power was provided by the contractor utilizing a po"tabl" ge.r""ato". Graphical
presentations of the pumping test data are presented in Appendix E.

For the test, the pump was set by the driller at 9.1 m (30 ft). The static level measured
prior to commencing the test was 2.39 m (referenced to the top of casing), indicating a
total available drawdown of apprcximately 6.25 m. Throughout the test, water levJl
measurements were collected in re pumped well and from four observation wells. Those
included on-site piezometers BH-41 and BH-9, and private wells W_1 and W_2, situated
122 m east and 118 m northeast, r.espectively, ofthe test well. Measurements were
obtained automatically using a pr,rgrammable pressure transducer and datalogging
instrument, supplemented by periodic manual measurements.

Prior to commencing the test, a target rate of 1.1b L/s (18 igpm) was chosen based on the
results of the preliminary test. A short pumping was conducted to set that rate
accordingly, Following recovery otf the original static level, the 6_hour test commenced.

The maximum drawdown observed during the test was 4.63 m, representing about 69 Zo of
the available drawdownz. Upon completion ofthe scheduled pumfing, recoiery was rapid,
typical of leaky aquifer conditions, recovering to approximately 100,/o within 6 hours. A
total of approximately 24,840 L was abstracted during the test, significantly exceeding the
expected water demand.

Based on the test results, TW-l's srpecific capacity is approximately 0.24g L/s/m,
suggesting that the maximum 6-hour well yierd could be up to 1.6T L/s. wr e ;hat yierd
could be possible, it is likely that boundary and inefficiency effects would reduce that rate.
At the 6-hour test rate of 1.15 L/s, TW-1 should be capable of long-term sustained
pumping, based on a simple projection of the drawdown curve forward for one year
without recharge, provided significant negative boundary effects do not occur. As such,
TW-1 should easily be capable of meeting any daily demand scenario < 50,000 L/dav.

Arailable drawdown based on Reeommerded pum
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A review of the observation well clata for w-r and/or w-2 suggests no clear correlation
with the pumped well, although aLn off-set drawdown and recovery was observed for both,
At W-1, the drawdown commenced approximately 200 minutes into the test. At W_2, the
drawdown was observed after TW-1 had fully recovered. Both are considered to represent
domestic water use and do not rellresent interference effects. A possible drawdown
(- 17 cm) was observed at BH-4 (the closest borehole), however, the data are not entirely
clear.s The observation data for the other on-site piezometer (BH-g) indicated no
correlatable drawdown.

A Cooper & Jacob analysis ofthe pumped well (drawdown) data indicates a transmissivity
of approximately 27.3 rrr2day. Sirnilarly, a papadopulos & Cooper analysis suggests a
t{ansmissivity of approximately 80.5 mrlday. In contrast, the transmissivity suggested by
a Theis analysis ofthe observatiorn well data obtained from BH-4 is much highei]at
1_9.5 m2ld,ay. Given the large separation distance and small amount of drawdlown at BH-4,
that value is expected to be an arljifact of,,scale effects,,and is not likely accurate.

Given these results, it is clear that rw-r should be eas y capabre of meeting the water
demand ofthe proposed redeveloF,ment. It is important to recognize that the test results
represent aquifer conditions at the time of the test. It is conceivable that different aquifer
conditions could exist at other tines of the year.

6.5.2 TW-2

A pumping test of TW-2 was conducted on September 2b, 2012. A submersible pump was
installed specifically for the test b,y the driller. Electrical power was provided by the
contractor utilizing a portable generator. lhroughout the test, water level measurements
were collected in the pumped well and from observation well TW-l using a programmable
pressure transducer and datalogging instrument, supplemented by periodic manual
measurements. Graphical presenbations of the pumping test data are presented in
Appendix F.

Based on an aquifer depth of approximately 8.5 m and a static level of 2.6 m, the total
available drawdown during the test was approximately b_9 m (although the well bore
contains considerably more non-ploductive drawdown).

The test commenced at a rate of 0.18 L/s, however, the rate was reduced to 0.0g L/s after
46 minutes as the pumping level reached the aquifer, resulting in minor cascadine. The
maximum drawdown observed during the test was 6.2b m, immediately prior to the rate
reduction. After the rate reduction, the pumping level recovered temporarily, reaching a
secondary maximum drawdown of 5.4 m, representing roughly 1002o ofthe theoretically
available drawdown. Upon completion of the pumping, recovery was rapid, similar to
TW-1.

l0,l nl from the ed wellsituated a
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Apprcximately 2,110 L was abstracted from TW-2 during the test, representing
approximately twenty percent of bhe total target water demand of the entire development.
That amount is, however, sufficient to meet the demand ofthe proposed residential use
component of the redevelopment (i.e., one, 1-bedroom apartment @ TbO L/day).

Based on the test results, we feel that TW-2 should be capable of sustaining the average
pumping rate (i.e., - 2,000 L/day) on a long term basis.

During the test of TW-2, TW-1 served as an observation well. A maximum drawdown of
0.09 m was observed at TW-1, prior to the end of the pumping. The observation well data
appear to correlate somewhat with the pumping data, unlike the observation well data for
the test of TW-1. However, the response was muted, given the separation ofthe two wells.
This could indicate that there is eL limited hydraulic connection between the two aquifers,
No responses were observed among the on-site piezometers.

A Theis analysis ofthe observation well (drawdown) data indicates a transmissivitv of
approximately 24.4 m'?lday with an accompanying storativity of 1.36 X fO '. Slightly
different transmissivity values are estimated using the Hantush and Cooper & Jacob
methods (i.e., 20 m'zlday and 30 rnL'zlday, respectively). These results are comparable to the
estimated value determined durirrg the pumping of TW- 1 . In contrast, a papadopulos &
Cooper analysis of the pumped w>ll data suggests an order of magnitude lower value, at
only 1.9 m'?lday. It is likely that any analysis based on ob$ervation well data (TW-t) will
exhibit scale effects and will tend to over-estimate the transmissivity, given the distance
between the two wells.

While TW-2 is not likely capable o1'meeting the water demand of the entire
redevelopment, TW-2 has sufficient yield to meet the domestic requirements ofthe
proposed apartment residential use.

As indicated above, the test resull,s represent aquifer conditions at the time ofthe test. It
is conceivable that different aquifer conditions could exist at other times ofthe year.

6.6 Well Interference

During the pumping test of TW-1, water levels in neighbouring wells (W-1 and W_2) and
in two on-site piezometers (BH-4 and BH-9) were measured to determine whether water
takings from TW-1 would inter"fere with local wells. Similarly, during the test of TW_2,
observation well data were collected at TW-1. Those monitoring data are presented
graphically in Appendices E and Ir (with the pumping test data).

Although the data are not entirel), clear, during the pumping of TW-1, it is possible that
an approximately 17 cm drawdown occuned at BH-4 (the closest borehole) situated
approximately 108 m from the purnped well, No other correlatable responses at the off_
site we]Is were observed durine the test of TW-1.
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During the test of TW-2, <10 cm of interference was observed at TW-1 (separation
disunce of 54 m).

Given these results, no significant interference effects related to future water use at the
redevelopment site are predicted to occur among any neighbourrng propertres.

6.7 Water Quality

6.7.1 TW-1

Water quality samples were coller:ted during the pumping test of TW-1 and were
submitted to Caduceon Environmental Laboratories for chemical and bacteriological water
quality analyses. The laboratory reports are presented in Appendix G.

During the pumping test, discharge waters from TW-1 were observed to be generally clear
and odourless' with some formation of iron precipitates. Routine field measuremenis of
TDS, turbidity and salinity were collected utilizing portable test equipment. At the
wellhead, water from TW-1 was observed to have low turbidity levels, reaching a low of
0.6 NTU by the end of the test (in an acid stabilized sample).

The field data indicated that groundwater from TW-1 is highly mineralized, i.e., Total
Dissolved Solids (TDS) = 1,086 md].. The laboratory data confirm that TW_1 is affected
by salt, likely responsible for the elevated TDS (and conductivity).

The reported chloride concentration at the end of the pumping test was 4i3 mgll,, The
corresponding sodium concentration was 2lb mglL. The aesthetic objectives for chloride
and sodium in drinking water are 250 mg/L and 200 mg/L, respectively. Therefore, at the
reported concentrations, it is clear that the aquifer tapped by TW-1 has been signifrcantly
impaired by salt.

water from TW-1 does not exhibit an elevated sulphate content which would be indicative
of naturally occurring salt, typical ofsome deeper (bedrock) aquifers in the region. Given
the proximity to County Road 29 (formerly Highway 28), it is reasonable to expect the
source to be road de-icing salt. Although the aquifer appears to be reasonab\rprotected by
an overlying till aquitard, it is apparent that a pathway for salt is present.

Interestingly, based on anecdotal iinformation obtained during the door-to-door well
survey, salt contamination does not appear to be an issue in the local area. It should also
be noted that the chloride concent:ration declined sligh y between the 3 hour and the 6
hour sampling, potentially suggesting that with continued pumping, dilution-recharse
may occur' As such, it would not be inconceivable that the salt content could decline over
time (although this is by no means; assured).

The local Medical Officer of Health should be notified when the sodium concentratron
exceeds 20 mg/L so that this inforrlglig4 4ay be communicated to local physicians for
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their use with patients on sodium restricted diets.

The accompanying iron concentration is elevated (at 1.2b mg/L), exceeding its ODWeS
aesthetic objective of0.30 mg/L. 'fhe reported concentration is consistent with the
formation of iron precipitates, as cbserved during the pumping test. As such, treatment to
reduce the iron concentration will likely be desirable. The accompanying manganese
concentration is, however, within the ODWeS limit.

The reported turbidity at the end of the pumping test (i.e., 20.8 NTU) is significantly
above the aesthetic limit of5 NTU lbr a private water supply. However, tte turbidity is
associated with the formation of i:ron precipitates and does not reflect problematic
conditions with the well. Field turbidity was measured at only 0.6 NTU. As such, we
would not view the turbidity as a significant issue, provided treatment to reduce the iron
concentration is provided.

The reported nitrate + nitrite concentration is very low in the final sample, representing
background conditions with no suggestion of deleterious effects from local nutrient souries
(e.g., sewage systems or agricultu:ral uses).

During the pumping test, a very slighl, intermittent sulphur odour was detected from the
discharge waters. As such, analysis of HrS was included. No significant sulphide content
was reported, however,

The reported hardness is elevated, occffring at 589 mg/L in the 6-hour sample. The
hardness was observed to decline with pumping, from 64g mg/L. At the reported level,
the water is considered to be very hard. Hardness in excess of b00 mg/L inirinking water
is unacceptable for most domestic purposes. As such, treatment to reduce the hardness
would likely be desirable.

A bacteriological sample was collected near the end of the pumping tests. prior to
sampling, an in-field test was conducted to verify the absence ofresidual chlorine. The
laboratory results indicate no Total Coliform or E. Coli in the tested water.

6.7.2 TW-2

Similar to TW-l, water quality sarnples were collected during the pumping test of TW_2
for laboratory analysis. The laboratory reports are presented in AppendirG.

During the pumping test, dischar€ie waters from TW-Z were generally clear and odourless,
with some formation of iron precipitates. Routine field measurements ofrDS. turbiditv
and salinity were collected utilizing portable test equipment. At the wellhead, .ater from
TW-2 was observed to have moderate turbidity levels, dropping eventually to T.86 NTU by
the end ofthe test. The field data also indicated that groundwater from TW_2 is highly
mineralized.
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The reported chloride concentration at the end ofthe pumping test was 115 mg/L,
representing a slight reduction from the initial value of 119 mg/L at the beg.iniing ofthe
pumping. The corresponding sod:ium concentration was 46.4 mg,&. The aesthetic
objectives for chloride and sodiunL in drinking water are 250 mgfu and 200 mg/L,
respectively. As such, in contrast to TW-1, groundwater from TW_2 has not b"een impacted
by road salt.

The local Medical Officer ofHealth should be notified when the sodium conceniratron
exceeds 20 mg/L so that this information may be communicated to local physicians for
their use with patients on sodium restricted diets.

Similar to TW-1, the iron concentration at TW-Z is elevated, occurring at l,7I mglL,
exceeding its ODWQS aesthetic objective of 0.80 mg/L. The reported concentration is
consistent with the formation of ilon precipitates, as observed during the pumping test.
As such, treatment to reduce the iron concentration will likely be desirable. The
accompanyrng manganese concenl,ration is, however, within the ODWeS limit.

The reported turbidiiy at the end ofthe pumping test (i.e., BB.7 NTU) is simificantlv
above the aesthetic limit of 5 NTLI for a private water supply. However, niuch of the
reported turbidity is associated wjth the formation of iron precipitates. In contrast, the
true turbidity determined in the field was only 7.86 NTU. As such, we expect that some of
the turbidity is likely related to incomplete well developmernt. Therefore,lurther
development would likely be desirable.

The reported nitrate + nitrite concentration is very low in the final sample, representing
background conditions with no suBgestion of deleterious effects from local nutrient sour"ces
(e.g., sewage systems or agricultu::al uses).

Similar to TW-1,a very slight, int€rmil,tenl sulphur odour was detected from TW-2's
discharge waters during the pumtrring test. No odour was discernable bv the end of the
test, however.

TW-2's reported hardness is 476 mg/L in the 6-hour sample, somewhat less than reported
fbr TW-l. The hardness declined slightly with pumping. At the reported level, the water
is considered to be very hard. Hardness in excess of 500 mg/L in drinking water is
unacceptable for most domestic pu.rposes. As such, treatment to reduce the hardness
would likely be desirable.

A bacteriological sample was coller:ted near the end of the pumping tests. prior to
sampling, an in-freld test was conclucted to verifu the absence of residual chlorine. The
laboratory results indicate no TotaLl Coliform or E. Coli in the tested water.
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7.0 Servicing Considerations

7.1 Water Treatment

Going forward, water quality is likely to be the key issue for the proposed redevelopment
given the presence of elevated sart concentrations in the groundwater. Gi"en the ;;;ti"g,
it is reasonable to expect that the salt orig.inates as road de_icing salt from the adjacent
County Road 29 (formerly Highway 28).

At rw-1, the concentration exceerrs the level considered reasonably treatable for domestic
consumption according to MOE procedure D_5_5, While not formaily tested, our field
observations indicate that the basal aquifer at TW-2 is also impacted, suggesting that this
aquifer has been affected over a large part, ifnot all ofthe site. Fortunately, TW_2 t"p" 

"deeper aquifer, although with some apparent hydraulic connection to the aquifer
intersected by TW-1. TW-2 is situatecl further from the likely salt source (iounty Road
29), thus should be less likely to be af{ected in the long run.

By applying the criteria of MOE l,rocedure D-b-5, TW-1 would not be a suitable water
source for a proposed, resid,ential ilevelopment and we would not expect to obtain approval
of a new residential development where those conditions occur. However, in this instance,
lot creation is not contemplated a$ the site is an existing lot with an existins commercial
operation, which needs a water supply in any event.

For future use of TW-1, we have ccnsulted with a highly respected local water treatment
specialist, Mcl-eod's EcoWater, to obtain a recommendation with respect to the
appropriate water treatment approach to manage the iron, hardness and salt. A copy of
their recommendation is presenterl in Appendix I.

Briefly, the treatment system will include an aeration-filter unit to remove the elevated
iron. A water softener will follow to reduce the calcium and magnesium concentrations.
Point of entry reverse osmosis (RO) units would provide the individual commercial uses
with potable water. The RO systems would be sized accorcling to the needs of each use.
The treatment system(s) should also include primary disinfection. An ultra-violet svstem
should be sufficient in this regard.

The treatment system described above for TW-1 would provide acceptable quality water
for the entire redevelopment. All ofthe water needs ofthe redevelopment can be suppried
from TW-l, provided suitable treatment is utilized. However, a second option is uuulLbt",
based on supplying some or all ofthe potable uses (including the single proposed
residential apartment) from TW-2, via a separate supply system.

This approach could eliminate concerrrs regarding salt for lhe comparatively small,
potable demands while non-potable needs would be supplied by TW-1. some treatment of
water from TW-2 would be desirable (i.e., to reduce the hardness and iron), however, the
more costly reverse osmosis system should not be required. By utilizing a separate system
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(based on TW-2) to supply the por,able demands, it courd also be argued that the treatment
requirements for TW-1 could be reduced. Going forward, further consultation with the
water treatment specialist would likely be beneficial in this regard.

The_project architect or engineer should incorporate the tleatment system requirements
(and any associated water storage needs) into the building desigrr, Long term
maintenance ofthe water treatment system(s) would be the responsibility ofthe property
owner and will be subject to certain regulatory requirements, as outlined below.

7.2 Potable Supply Regulatory Rrrquirements

Whether from TW-1 or TW-2, it isi our expectation that the potable water supply for the
commercial components of the reclevelopment will fall under the_gpalllalqifog{41g1
Svstems category. As such, Ontario Regulation 31g/08 or gfS/Og *iI upplt-TI;-
residential use may be excluded, depending on the system configuratron.

Until November 30, 2008, small drinking water systems were regulated under O. Reg.
252l05 (Safe Drinking Water Act, 2002). trlffective Decemt,er 1, 2008, small drinking:
water systems are now governed lly two new regulations under the Health protection and
Promotion Act (HPPA):

. Ontario Regulation 318/08 (Transitional - Small Drinking Water Systems) and;

. Ontario 319/08 (Small Drinking Water Systems).

On December 1, 2008, O. Reg. 252lOE was revoked and a similar regulation,
Ont. Reg.318/08 came into effect, Ifa drinking water system previously operated under
the previous regulation, that system would be subject to similar requirements under
Ont. Reg. 318/08.

Ont. Reg. 318/08 will continue to apply to small drinking water systems until a public
Health Inspector from the local Hr:alth Unit conducts a stte-specific rish assessment and
issues a directive to the operator/owner. The risk assessment includes a review ofseveral
factors such as potential sources of contamination, water sampling history, historical
problems, well construction, and treatmenb system operation. Based on the results ofthe
dsk assessment, the Health unit would prepare a customized procedure for the drinkine
water system that may include the frequency and t14re ofsampling required, in addition to
other requirements (ie. operational procedures, treatment options, training, etc.).

Once a directive has been issued, the drinking water systerr will be subject to Ont.
Reg. 319/08. Until that assessment occurs, however, the system technically falls under
the sampling requirements of Ont Reg. 818/08. Under 818/0g, water samples for the
cornmercial use supply system must be collected for analysis according to the
requirements set forLh for Small llon-municioal Non-resid,entiql Ststems in 31g/0g.
Schedule 3 ofthat Regulation states:
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"Ihe operator d.nd owner of a srnall non-municipal non-residential system shall
ensure that at least one distrihution sample is tahen euery month or, if the system
se\es a food seruice establishment, at such more flequent interuals as mary be
directed. W the med,ical offi.cer of heatth."

These samples must be tested for E. Coli and Total Coliforms. If the system utilizes
chlorine, then one (1) additional sample must be collected at the same time at each
sampling location and tested imurediately for chlorine residual.

Given the preceding, it is importaLnt that the system be assessed by the Health Unit as
early as possible so that the long term requirements under Regulalion J19/0g can be
determined (including whether ttre residential use would be excludedt.

Future Water Supply Monitoring

Future,raw water sampling of TW-1 and TW-2 should include all parameters required
under Ont. Reg. 318/08 and/or 319/08 as applicable. Annual samfling, to include a major
ion scan (similar to that provided in this report) should be conducled to track any
variation in raw water quality, especially with respect to fluctuations in the salt content of
the aquifer.

Wastevuater7.4

7.4.1 General

The proposed redevelopment is to be serviced by a private, on-site sewage system (i.e.,
septic tank and tile bed).

shallow soil explorations by others (Appendix A) have revealed the dominant soil type at
the site to be a continuous stratum of Newmarket Till, expected to have a comparatively
slow percolation rate. A shallow r\.ater table condition is also likely to occur over much of
the site. As such, soil and shalloq' gtoundwater conditions should be considered limitine
factors with respect to the design and operation of any proposed sewage system. Given
the above conditions, a fully-raiserl tile bed configuration will likety be needed.

When considering future sewage system design, the design fl ow ra,te is a critical
p.tlT1"t"": For flow rates of 10,000 L/day or less, approval is normally obtained from the
local Health Unit, In conhast, for systems which exceed 10,000 L/day, approvals must be
obtained from the Ministry of Environment (MOE), through an Environmental
Compliance Approval (ECA). Needless to say, MOE approvals are considerably more
complex and expensive to obtain. As such, it is understood that the redevelopment will be
limited to total sewage flows < 10,000 L/day.

The site poses some challenges with respect io desiga and construction of an on-site
u bw.aohridgee nD i rcnmental.com
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I,230 Llday

1,900 L/day
2,240 Llday

560 L/day

750 Lld,ay

750 Lld,av
7,430 Llday

sewage system The site is comparatively small with limited available area for a
conventional sewage system, Ther site also has a number of constraints with respect to
existing infrastructure (e.g.,.burie.d fuel tanks and related appurtenances, supply well
locations, etc.) that further limit_the available area. Together, th"." 

"o""i"ui'ni""."itt 
rL"ty

mean that the redevelopment wilr need to be carefully designed so that these constraints
can De managect.

7.4.2 Sewage Flows

Since the footprint ofthe sewage system varies according to the flow rate (and other
factors), the use will generally dictate the size of the sysiem. As a general guide, example
uses and flow rate scenarios are provided below based on the values providid in Table ' -

3.1.16.1 ofthe Code and Guide for Sewage Systems, Ontario Buildins Code.

Example Scenario

Convenience Storea:
(one water closet @ 1,230 Llday)...

Service Station:
(two water closets @ 950 L/day)...
(4 gasoline pumps @ 560 L/day/pump)...
(1 diesel pump @ 560 L/day/pump)...

Auto Service Shop (1500 ft'):
(10 persons @ 75 L/day)...

Apartment:
(1 bedroom @ 750 L/day)...

Total Anticipated Flows:

000 ft? and lr,ould contain sales counter for the

Figure 10 illustrates a conceptual sewage sysiem envelope sized to accommodate a
maximum flow of 7,430 L/day, based on a conventional, fully raised tile bed. As
illustrated, there is sufficient area available on the site to accommodate the sewaee
system for the example scenario. lultimately, the design and construction ofthe sewase
system will be subject to approval by the Peterborough County - City Health Unit.

Store area <
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